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7s start TR- 

TRACERS ACERRST TRACER, one that traces (to follow course of) [n] 

TRACERY ACERRTY ornamental work of interlaced lines [n -RIES] 

TRACHEA AACEHRT passage for conveying air to lungs [n -E, -S] 

TRACHLE ACEHLRT to draggle (to make wet and dirty) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

TRACING ACGINRT something that is traced [n -S] / TRACE, to follow course of [v] 

TRACKED ACDEKRT TRACK, to follow marks left by animal, person, or vehicle [v] 

TRACKER ACEKRRT one that tracks (to follow marks left by animal, person, or vehicle) [n -S] 

TRACTOR ACORRTT motor vehicle used in farming [n -S] 

TRADERS ADERRST TRADER, one that trades (to give in exchange for another commodity) [n] 

TRADING ADGINRT action of exchanging commodities [n -S] / TRADE, to give in exchange for another commodity [v] 

TRADUCE ACDERTU to defame (to attack good name of) [v -D, -CING], -S] 

TRAFFIC ACFFIRT to engage in buying and selling [v -KED, -KING, -S] 

TRAGEDY ADEGRTY disastrous event [n -DIES] 

TRAGICS ACGIRST TRAGIC, element of drama that produces tragedy [n] 

TRAIKED ADEIKRT TRAIK, to trudge (to walk tiredly) [v] 

TRAILED ADEILRT TRAIL, to drag along surface [v] 

TRAILER AEILRRT to transport by means of trailer (vehicle drawn by another) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TRAINED ADEINRT TRAIN, to instruct systematically [v] 

TRAINEE AEEINRT person receiving training [n -S] 

TRAINER AEINRRT one that trains (to instruct systematically) [n -S] 

TRAIPSE AEIPRST to walk about in idle or aimless manner [v -D, -SING, -S] 

TRAITOR AIORRTT one who betrays another [n -S] 

TRAJECT ACEJRTT to transmit (to send from one place or person to another) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TRAMCAR AACMRRT streetcar [n -S] 

TRAMELL AELLMRT to trammel (to hinder (to impede (to obstruct progress of))) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TRAMELS AELMRST TRAMEL, to trammel (to hinder (to impede (to obstruct progress of))) [v] 

TRAMMED ADEMMRT TRAM, to convey in tramcar [v] 

TRAMMEL AELMMRT to hinder (to impede (to obstruct progress of)) [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

TRAMPED ADEMPRT TRAMP, to walk with firm, heavy step [v] 

TRAMPER AEMPRRT one that tramps (to walk with firm, heavy step) [n -S] 

TRAMPLE AELMPRT to tread on heavily [v -D, -LING, -S] 

TRAMWAY AAMRTWY tramline (streetcar line) [n -S] 

TRANCED ACDENRT TRANCE, to put into trance (semiconscious state) [v] 

TRANCES ACENRST TRANCE, to put into trance (semiconscious state) [v] 

TRANCHE ACEHNRT portion [n -S] 

TRANGAM AAGMNRT gewgaw (showy trinket) [n -S] 

TRANKED ADEKNRT TRANK, to tranquilize [v] 

TRANNIE AEINNRT tranny (transmission) [n -S] 

TRANSIT AINRSTT to pass across or through [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TRANSOM AMNORST small window above door or another window [n -S] 

TRAPANS AANPRST TRAPAN, to trephine (to operate on with surgical saw) [v] 

TRAPEZE AEEPRTZ gymnastic apparatus [n -S] 

TRAPPED ADEPPRT TRAP, to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals) [v] 

TRAPPER AEPPRRT one that traps (to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals)) [n -S] 

TRASHED ADEHRST TRASH, to free from trash (worthless or waste matter) [v] 
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TRASHER AEHRRST one that destroys or damages [n -S] 

TRASHES AEHRSST TRASH, to free from trash (worthless or waste matter) [v] 

TRASSES AERSSST TRASS, volcanic rock [n] 

TRAUMAS AAMRSTU TRAUMA, severe emotional shock [n] 

TRAVAIL AAILRTV to toil (to work strenuously) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TRAVELS AELRSTV TRAVEL, to go from one place to another [v] 

TRAVOIS AIORSTV type of sled [n -S] 

TRAWLED ADELRTW TRAWL, to fish by dragging net along sea bottom [v] 

TRAWLER AELRRTW boat used for trawling [n -S] 

TRAWLEY AELRTWY small truck or car for conveying material [n -S] 

TRAYFUL AFLRTUY as much as tray will hold [n -S] 

TREACLE ACEELRT molasses (thick syrup) [n -S] 

TREACLY ACELRTY cloyingly sweet and sentimental [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

TREADED ADDEERT TREAD, to walk on, over, or along [v] 

TREADER ADEERRT one that treads (to walk on, over, or along) [n -S] 

TREADLE ADEELRT to work foot lever [v -D, -LING, -S] 

TREASON AENORST violation of allegiance toward one's country [n -S] 

TREATED ADEERTT TREAT, to behave in particular way toward [v] 

TREATER AEERRTT one that treats (to behave in particular way toward) [n -S] 

TREBLED BDEELRT TREBLE, to triple (to make three times as great) [v] 

TREBLES BEELRST TREBLE, to triple (to make three times as great) [v] 

TREDDLE DDEELRT to treadle (to work foot lever) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

TREEING EEGINRT TREE, to drive up tree (tall, woody plant) [v] 

TREETOP EEOPRTT top of tree [n -S] 

TREFOIL EFILORT plant having ternate leaves [n -S] 

TREHALA AAEHLRT sweet, edible substance forming pupal case of certain weevils [n -S] 

TREKKED DEEKKRT TREK, to make slow or arduous journey [v] 

TREKKER EEKKRRT one that treks (to make slow or arduous journey) [n -S] 

TRELLIS EILLRST to provide with trellis (frame used as support for climbing plants) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

TREMBLE BEELMRT to shake involuntarily [v -D, -LING, -S] 

TREMBLY BELMRTY marked by trembling [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

TREMOLO ELMOORT vibrating musical effect [n -S] 

TREMORS EMORRST TREMOR, to undergo shaking or quivering [v] 

TRENAIL AEILNRT treenail (wooden peg used for fastening timbers) [n -S] 

TRENDED DDEENRT TREND, to take particular course [v] 

TREPANG AEGNPRT marine animal [n -S] 

TREPANS AENPRST TREPAN, to trephine (to operate on with surgical saw) [v] 

TRESSED DEERSST TRESS, to arrange hair in long locks [v] 

TRESSEL EELRSST trestle (framework for supporting bridge) [n -S] 

TRESSES EERSSST TRESS, to arrange hair in long locks [v] 

TRESTLE EELRSTT framework for supporting bridge [n -S] 

TREVETS EERSTTV TREVET, trivet (small stand having three legs) [n] 

TRIABLE ABEILRT subject to judicial examination [adj] 

TRIACID ACDIIRT type of acid (type of chemical compound) [n -S] 

TRIADIC ACDIIRT member of triad [n -S] 

TRIAGED ADEGIRT TRIAGE, to practice system of treating disaster victims [v] 
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TRIAGES AEGIRST TRIAGE, to practice system of treating disaster victims [v] 

TRIALED ADEILRT TRIAL, to test something to assess its performance [v] 

TRIAZIN AIINRTZ triazine (chemical compound) [n -S] 

TRIBADE ABDEIRT lesbian (female homosexual) [n -S] 

TRIBALS ABILRST TRIBAL, member of aboriginal people of India [n] 

TRIBUNE BEINRTU defender of rights of people [n -S] 

TRIBUTE BEIRTTU something given to show respect, gratitude, or admiration [n -S] 

TRICEPS CEIPRST TRICEP, triceps [n] / arm muscle [n -ES] 

TRICING CGIINRT TRICE, to haul up with rope [v] 

TRICITY CIIRTTY area that comprises three adjoining independent cities [n -TIES] 

TRICKED CDEIKRT TRICK, to deceive (to mislead by falsehood) [v] 

TRICKER CEIKRRT one that tricks (to deceive (to mislead by falsehood)) [n -S] 

TRICKIE CEIIKRT tricky (characterized by deception) [adj -KEIR, -KIEST] 

TRICKLE CEIKLRT to flow or fall in drops [v -D, -LING, -S] 

TRICKLY CIKLRTY marked by trickling [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

TRICKSY CIKRSTY mischievous [adj -SIER, -SIEST] 

TRICLAD ACDILRT aquatic flatworm [n -S] 

TRICORN CINORRT hat with brim turned up on three sides [n -S] 

TRICOTS CIORSTT TRICOT, knitted fabric [n] 

TRIDENT DEINRTT spear having three prongs [n -S] 

TRIDUUM DIMRTUU period of three days of prayer [n -S] 

TRIENES EEINRST TRIENE, type of chemical compound [n] 

TRIFFID DFFIIRT fictional predatory plant [n -S] 

TRIFLED DEFILRT TRIFLE, to waste time [v] 

TRIFLER EFILRRT one that trifles (to waste time) [n -S] 

TRIFLES EFILRST TRIFLE, to waste time [v] 

TRIFOLD DFILORT having three parts [adj] 

TRIFORM FIMORRT having three forms [adj] 

TRIGAMY AGIMRTY crime of being married to three people at once [n -MIES] 

TRIGGED DEGGIRT TRIG, to make trig [v] 

TRIGGER EGGIRRT TRIG, neat (being in state of cleanliness and order) [adj] / to actuate (to set into action or motion) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TRIGONS GINORST TRIGON, ancient stringed instrument [n] 

TRIGRAM AGIMRRT cluster of three successive letters [n -S] 

TRIJETS EIJRSTT TRIJET, airplane powered by three jet engines [n] 

TRILITH HIILRTT prehistoric structure of three large stones [n -S] 

TRILLED DEILLRT TRILL, to sing or play with vibrating effect [v] 

TRILLER EILLRRT one that trills (to sing or play with vibrating effect) [n -S] 

TRILOGY GILORTY group of three related literary works [n -GIES] 

TRIMERS EIMRRST TRIMER, type of chemical compound [n] 

TRIMMED DEIMMRT TRIM, to make trim by cutting [v] 

TRIMMER EIMMRRT TRIM, neat and orderly [adj] / one that trims (to make trim by cutting) [n -S] 

TRIMPOT IMOPRTT small instrument for adjusting resistance or voltage [n -S] 

TRINARY AINRRTY consisting of three parts [adj] 

TRINDLE DEILNRT to trundle (to propel by causing to rotate) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

TRINING GIINNRT TRINE, to place in particular astrological position [v] 

TRINITY IINRTTY group of three [n -TIES] 
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TRINKET EIKNRTT to deal secretly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TRIODES DEIORST TRIODE, type of electron tube [n] 

TRIOLET EILORTT short poem of fixed form [n -S] 

TRIOSES EIORSST TRIOSE, simple sugar [n] 

TRIOXID DIIORTX trioxide (type of oxide (binary compound of oxygen with another element or radical)) [n -S] 

TRIPACK ACIKPRT type of film pack [n -S] 

TRIPART AIPRRTT divided into three parts [adj] 

TRIPLED DEILPRT TRIPLE, to make three times as great [v] 

TRIPLES EILPRST TRIPLE, to make three times as great [v] 

TRIPLET EILPRTT group of three of one kind [n -S] 

TRIPLEX EILPRTX to provide something in triplicate [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

TRIPMAN AIMNPRT man hired to work on trip [n -MEN] 

TRIPODS DIOPRST TRIPOD, stand having three legs [n] 

TRIPODY DIOPRTY verse of three metrical feet [n -DIES] 

TRIPOLI IILOPRT soft, friable rock [n -S] 

TRIPPED DEIPPRT TRIP, to stumble (to miss one's step in walking or running) [v] 

TRIPPER EIPPRRT one that trips (to stumble (to miss one's step in walking or running)) [n -S] 

TRIPPET EIPPRTT part of mechanism designed to strike another part [n -S] 

TRIPTAN AINPRTT drug for treating migraine attacks [n -S] 

TRIREME EEIMRRT ancient Greek or Roman warship [n -S] 

TRISECT CEIRSTT to divide into three equal parts [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TRISEME EEIMRST type of metrical foot [n -S] 

TRISHAW AHIRSTW pedicab (passenger vehicle that is pedaled) [n -S] 

TRISMIC CIIMRST TRISMUS, lockjaw (form of tetanus) [adj] 

TRISMUS IMRSSTU lockjaw (form of tetanus) [n -ES] 

TRISOME EIMORST organism having one chromosome in addition to usual diploid number [n -S] 

TRISOMY IMORSTY condition of being trisome [n -MIES] 

TRITELY EILRTTY TRITE, used so often as to be made commonplace [adv] 

TRITEST EIRSTTT TRITE, used so often as to be made commonplace [adj] 

TRITIUM IIMRTTU isotope of hydrogen [n -S] 

TRITOMA AIMORTT African herb [n -S] 

TRITONE EINORTT musical interval of three whole tones [n -S] 

TRITONS INORSTT TRITON, marine mollusk [n] 

TRIUMPH HIMPRTU to be victorious [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TRIUNES EINRSTU TRIUNE, trinity (group of three) [n] 

TRIVETS EIRSTTV TRIVET, small stand having three legs [n] 

TRIVIAL AIILRTV insignificant [adj] 

TRIVIUM IIMRTUV group of studies in medieval schools [n -IA, -S] 

TROAKED ADEKORT TROAK, to troke (to exchange (to give and receive reciprocally)) [v] 

TROCARS ACORRST TROCAR, surgical instrument [n] 

TROCHAL ACHLORT shaped like wheel [adj] 

TROCHAR ACHORRT trocar (surgical instrument) [n -S] 

TROCHEE CEEHORT type of metrical foot [n -S] 

TROCHES CEHORST TROCHE, medicated lozenge [n] 

TROCHIL CHILORT African bird [n -I, -S] 

TROCKED CDEKORT TROCK, to troke (to exchange (to give and receive reciprocally)) [v] 
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TRODDEN DDENORT TREAD, to walk on, over, or along [v] 

TROFFER EFFORRT fixture for fluorescent lighting [n -S] 

TROGONS GNOORST TROGON, tropical bird [n] 

TROIKAS AIKORST TROIKA, Russian carriage [n] 

TROILUS ILORSTU large butterfly [n -ES] 

TROKING GIKNORT TROKE, to exchange (to give and receive reciprocally) [v] 

TROLAND ADLNORT unit of measurement of retinal response to light [n -S] 

TROLLED DELLORT TROLL, to fish with slowly trailing line [v] 

TROLLER ELLORRT one that trolls (to fish with slowly trailing line) [n -S] 

TROLLEY ELLORTY to convey by streetcar [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TROLLOP LLOOPRT prostitute [n -S] 

TROMMEL ELMMORT screen used for sifting rock, ore, or coal [n -S] 

TROMPED DEMOPRT TROMP, to tramp (to walk with firm, heavy step) [v] 

TROMPES EMOPRST TROMPE, device used for supplying air to furnace [n] 

TROOPED DEOOPRT TROOP, to move or gather in crowds [v] 

TROOPER EOOPRRT cavalryman [n -S] 

TROPHIC CHIOPRT pertaining to nutrition [adj] 

TROPICS CIOPRST TROPIC, either of two circles of celestial sphere on each side of equator [n] 

TROPINE EINOPRT poisonous alkaloid [n -S] 

TROPINS INOPRST TROPIN, tropine (poisonous alkaloid) [n] 

TROPISM IMOPRST involuntary response of organism to external stimulus [n -S] 

TROTHED DEHORTT TROTH, to betroth (to engage to marry) [v] 

TROTTED DEORTTT TROT, to go at gait between walk and run [v] 

TROTTER EORRTTT horse that trots [n -S] 

TROTYLS LORSTTY TROTYL, explosive [n] 

TROUBLE BELORTU to distress (to cause anxiety or suffering to) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

TROUGHS GHORSTU TROUGH, long, narrow receptacle [n] 

TROUNCE CENORTU to beat severely [v -D, -CING, -S] 

TROUPED DEOPRTU TROUPE, to tour with theatrical company [v] 

TROUPER EOPRRTU member of theatrical company [n -S] 

TROUPES EOPRSTU TROUPE, to tour with theatrical company [v] 

TROUSER EORRSTU pertaining to trousers (garment for lower part of body) [adj] 

TROVERS EORRSTV TROVER, type of legal action [n] 

TROWELS ELORSTW TROWEL, to smooth with trowel (hand tool having flat blade) [v] 

TROWING GINORTW TROW, to suppose (to assume to be true) [v] 

TROWTHS HORSTTW TROWTH, truth (conformity to fact or reality) [n] 

TRUANCY ACNRTUY act of truanting [n -CIES] 

TRUANTS ANRSTTU TRUANT, to stay out of school without permission [v] 

TRUCING CGINRTU TRUCE, to suspend hostilities by mutual agreement [v] 

TRUCKED CDEKRTU TRUCK, to transport by truck (automotive vehicle designed to carry loads) [v] 

TRUCKER CEKRRTU truck driver [n -S] 

TRUCKLE CEKLRTU to yield weakly [v -D, -LING, -S] 

TRUDGED DDEGRTU TRUDGE, to walk tiredly [v] 

TRUDGEN DEGNRTU swimming stroke [n -S] 

TRUDGER DEGRRTU one that trudges (to walk tiredly) [n -S] 

TRUDGES DEGRSTU TRUDGE, to walk tiredly [v] 
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TRUEING EGINRTU TRUE, to bring to conformity with standard or requirement [v] 

TRUFFES EFFRSTU TRUFFE, truffle (edible fungus) [n] 

TRUFFLE EFFLRTU edible fungus [n -S] 

TRUISMS IMRSSTU TRUISM, obvious truth [n] 

TRUMEAU AEMRTUU column supporting part of doorway [n -S] 

TRUMPED DEMPRTU TRUMP, to outdo (to exceed in performance) [v] 

TRUMPET EMPRTTU to sound on trumpet (brass wind instrument) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TRUNCAL ACLNRTU affecting trunk (central part) of body [adj] 

TRUNDLE DELNRTU to propel by causing to rotate [v -D, -LING, -S] 

TRUNKED DEKNRTU TRUNK, main stem of tree [adj] 

TRUNNEL ELNNRTU treenail (wooden peg used for fastening timbers) [n -S] 

TRUSSED DERSSTU TRUSS, to secure tightly [v] 

TRUSSER ERRSSTU one that trusses (to secure tightly) [n -S] 

TRUSSES ERSSSTU TRUSS, to secure tightly [v] 

TRUSTED DERSTTU TRUST, to place confidence in [v] 

TRUSTEE EERSTTU to commit to care of administrator [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TRUSTER ERRSTTU one that trusts (to place confidence in) [n -S] 

TRUSTOR ORRSTTU one that trustees his property [n -S] 

TRUTHER EHRRTTU type of conspiracy theorist [n -S]  

TRYMATA AAMRTTY TRYMA, type of nut [n] 

TRYOUTS ORSTTUY TRYOUT, test of ability [n] 

TRYPSIN INPRSTY enzyme (complex protein) [n -S] 

TRYPTIC CIPRTTY TRYPSIN, enzyme (complex protein) [adj] 

TRYSAIL AILRSTY type of sail [n -S] 

TRYSTED DERSTTY TRYST, to agree to meet [v] 

TRYSTER ERRSTTY one that trysts (to agree to meet) [n -S] 

TRYSTES ERSSTTY TRYSTE, market [n] 

 

7s contain -TR- 

ACTRESS ACERSST female actor [n -ES]  

AGENTRY AEGNRTY office or duties of agent [n -RIES] 

AIRTRAM AAIMRRT aerial cable car [n -S] 

AMTRACK AACKMRT amtrac (military vehicle equipped to move on land and water) [n -S] 

AMTRACS AACMRST AMTRAC, military vehicle equipped to move on land and water [n] 

AMTRAKS AAKMRST AMTRAK, amtrac (military vehicle equipped to move on land and water) [n] 

ANTRUMS AMNRSTU ANTRUM, cavity in bone [n] 

ASHTRAY AAHRSTY receptacle for tobacco ashes [n -S] 

ASTRALS AALRSST ASTRAL, type of oil lamp [n] 

ASTRICT ACIRSTT to restrict (to keep within certain boundaries) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ASTRIDE ADEIRST with one leg on each side [adv] 

ATRESIA AAEIRST absence or closure of natural bodily passage [n -S]  

ATRESIC ACEIRST ATRESIA, absence or closure of natural bodily passage [adj] 

ATRETIC ACEIRTT ATRESIA, absence or closure of natural bodily passage [adj] 

ATRIUMS AIMRSTU ATRIUM, main room of ancient Roman house [n] 

ATROPHY AHOPRTY to waste away [v -HIED, -ING, -HIES] 

ATROPIN AINOPRT atropine (poisonous alkaloid) [n -S] 
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ATTRACT AACRTTT to cause to approach or adhere [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ATTRITE AEIRTTT to attrit (to lose by attrition) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ATTRITS AIRSTTT ATTRIT, to lose by attrition [v] 

AUSTRAL AALRSTU former monetary unit of Argentina [n -ES, -S] 

BESTREW BEERSTW to scatter (to go or send in various directions) [v -ED, -N, -ING, -S] 

BESTROW BEORSTW to bestrew (to scatter (to go or send in various directions)) [v -ED, -N, -ING, -S] 

BETRAYS ABERSTY BETRAY, to aid enemy of [v] 

BETROTH BEHORTT to engage to marry [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BIGOTRY BGIORTY prejudice [n -RIES] 

BIOTRON BINOORT climate control chamber [n -S] 

BISTRED BDEIRST BISTRE, bister (brown pigment) [adj] 

BISTRES BEIRSST BISTRE, bister (brown pigment) [n] 

BISTROS BIORSST BISTRO, small tavern [n] 

BITRATE ABEIRTT data transmission speed [n -S]  

CALTRAP AACLPRT caltrop (spiny plant) [n -S] 

CALTROP ACLOPRT spiny plant [n -S] 

CANTRAP AACNPRT cantrip (magic spell) [n -S] 

CANTRIP ACINPRT magic spell [n -S] 

CENTRAL ACELNRT situated at, in, or near center [adj -ER, -EST] / telephone exchange [n -S] 

CENTRED CDEENRT CENTRE, to center (to place at center (midpoint)) [v] 

CENTRES CEENRST CENTRE, to center (to place at center (midpoint)) [v] 

CENTRIC CCEINRT situated at center [adj] 

CENTRUM CEMNRTU body of vertebra [n -RA, -S] 

CHANTRY ACHNRTY endowment given to church [n -RIES] 

CHETRUM CEHMRTU monetary unit of Bhutan [n -S, CHHERTUM] 

CHYTRID CDHIRTY aquatic or soil fungus [n -S] 

CISTRON CINORST segment of DNA [n -S] 

CITRALS ACILRST CITRAL, lemon flavoring [n] 

CITRATE ACEIRTT salt of citric acid [n -S] 

CITRINE CEIINRT variety of quartz [n -S] 

CITRINS CIINRST CITRIN, citric vitamin [n] 

CITRONS CINORST CITRON, lemonlike fruit [n] 

CITROUS CIORSTU pertaining to citrus tree [adj] 

CITRUSY CIRSTUY CITRUS, any of genus of tropical, fruit-bearing trees [adj] 

CONTRAS ACNORST CONTRA, Nicaraguan revolutionary [n] 

CONTROL CLNOORT to exercise authority over [v -LLED, -LLING, -S] 

COSTREL CELORST flask (narrow-necked container) [n -S] 

COUNTRY CNORTUY territory of nation [n -RIES] 

CUATROS ACORSTU CUATRO, small guitar of Latin America [n] 

DESTROY DEORSTY to damage beyond repair or renewal [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DETRACT ACDERTT to take away [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DETRAIN ADEINRT to get off railroad train [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DETRUDE DDEERTU to thrust out [v -D, -RING, -S] 

DEXTRAL ADELRTX right-handed person [n -S] 

DEXTRAN ADENRTX substance used as blood plasma substitute [n -S] 

DEXTRIN DEINRTX substance used as adhesive [n -S] 
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DIATRON ADINORT circuitry design that uses diodes [n -S] 

DINITRO DIINORT containing two nitro groups [adj] 

DIOPTRE DEIOPRT diopter (measure of refractive power) [n -S] 

DOGTROT DGOORTT to move at steady trot [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

DOTTREL DELORTT dotterel (shorebird) [n -S] 

DUSTRAG ADGRSTU rag used for dusting [n -S] 

EDITRIX DEIIRTX female editor [n -ICES, -ES] 

ELECTRO CEELORT to make metallic copy of page of type for printing [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ELYTRON ELNORTY hardened forewing of certain insects [n -RA]  

ELYTRUM ELMRTUY elytron (hardened forewing of certain insects) [n -RA] 

ENTRAIN AEINNRT to board train [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENTRANT AENNRTT one that enters (to come or go into) [n -S] 

ENTRAPS AENPRST ENTRAP, to trap (to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals)) [v] 

ENTREAT AEENRTT to ask for earnestly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENTREES EEENRST ENTREE, principal dish of meal [n] 

ENTRIES EEINRST ENTRY, place of entrance [n] 

ENTROPY ENOPRTY thermodynamic measure of disorder [n -PIES] 

ENTRUST ENRSTTU to give over for safekeeping [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ESTRAYS AERSSTY ESTRAY, to stray (to wander from proper area or course) [v] 

ESTREAT AEERSTT to copy from court records for use in prosecution [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ESTRINS EINRSST ESTRIN, estrone (estrogen (female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus)) [n] 

ESTRIOL EILORST estrogen (female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus) [n -S] 

ESTRONE EENORST estrogen (female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus) [n -S] 

ESTROUS EORSSTU pertaining to estrus (period of heat in female mammals) [adj] 

ESTRUAL AELRSTU estrous (pertaining to estrus (period of heat in female mammals)) [adj] 

ESTRUMS EMRSSTU ESTRUM, estrus (period of heat in female mammals) [n] 

ETRIERS EEIRRST ETRIER, short rope ladder [n] 

EXTRACT ACERTTX to pull or draw out [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EXTREME EEEMRTX existing in very high degree [adj -R, -ST] / highest degree [n -S] 

EXTROPY EOPRTXY prediction that human intelligence will enable life to expand throughout universe [n –PIES] 

EXTRUDE DEERTUX to force, thrust, or push out [v -D, -DING, -S] 

FIGTREE EEFGIRT tree that bears figs (soft, sweet dark fruits) [n -S] 

FLYTRAP AFLPRTY trap for catching flies [n -S] 

FOXTROT FOORTTX to dance fox trot (dance for couples) [v - TTED,-TTING, -S] 

GASTRAL AAGLRST pertaining to stomach [adj] 

GASTREA AAEGRST gastraea (type of metazoan (any of major division of multicellular animals)) [n -S] 

GASTRIC ACGIRST pertaining to stomach [adj] 

GASTRIN AGINRST hormone (secretion of endocrine organs) [n -S] 

GAUNTRY AGNRTUY gantry (structure for supporting railroad signals) [n -RIES] 

GOITRED DEGIORT GOITRE, goiter (enlargement of thyroid gland) [adj] 

GOITRES EGIORST GOITRE, goiter (enlargement of thyroid gland) [n] 

GUMTREE EEGMRTU tree that yields gum [n -S] 

HATRACK AACHKRT rack for hats [n -S] 

HATREDS ADEHRST HATRED, intense dislike or aversion [n] 

HELOTRY EHLORTY helotism (slavery or serfdom) [n -RIES] 

HOTRODS DHOORST HOTROD, car modified for high speeds [n] 
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INTRANT AINNRTT entrant (one that enters (to come or go into)) [n -S] 

INTREAT AEINRTT to entreat (to ask for earnestly) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INTROFY FINORTY to increase wetting properties of [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

INTROIT IINORTT music sung at beginning of worship service [n -S] 

INTRONS INNORST INTRON, intervening sequence in genetic code [n] 

INTRUDE DEINRTU to thrust or force oneself in [v -D, -DING, -S] 

INTRUST INRSTTU to entrust (to give over for safekeeping) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

JOGTROT GJOORTT to move at slow, regular pace [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

KESTREL EEKLRST small falcon [n -S] 

LATRIAS AAILRST LATRIA, supreme worship given to God only, in Roman Catholicism [n] 

LATRINE AEILNRT type of toilet [n -S] 

LIATRIS AIILRST herb with tubular flowers [n -ES] 

LUSTRAL ALLRSTU pertaining to lustrum (ceremonial purification of population in ancient Rome) [adj] 

LUSTRED DELRSTU LUSTRE, to luster (to make or become lustrous) [v] 

LUSTRES ELRSSTU LUSTRE, to luster (to make or become lustrous) [v] 

LUSTRUM LMRSTUU ceremonial purification of population in ancient Rome [n -RA, -S] 

MAESTRO AEMORST master of art [n -RI, -S] 

MANTRAM AAMMNRT mantra (mystical formula of prayer or incantation in Hinduism) [n -S] 

MANTRAP AAMNPRT trap for catching men [n -S] 

MANTRAS AAMNRST MANTRA, mystical formula of prayer or incantation in Hinduism [n] 

MANTRIC ACIMNRT MANTRA, mystical formula of prayer or incantation in Hinduism [adj] 

MATRASS AAMRSST long-necked glass vessel [n -ES] 

MATRICS ACIMRST MATRIC, matriculation (admission into university) [n] 

MATRONS AMNORST MATRON, married woman of established social position [n] 

METRICS CEIMRST METRIC, standard of measurement [n] 

METRIFY EFIMRTY to compose in metrical form [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

METRING EGIMNRT METRE, to meter (to measure by mechanical means) [v] 

METRIST EIMRSTT one who metrifies [n -S] 

MISTRAL AILMRST cold, dry wind [n -S] 

MITRING GIIMNRT MITRE, to miter (to raise to rank of bishop) [v] 

NATRIUM AIMNRTU sodium (metallic element) [n -S] 

NATRONS ANNORST NATRON, chemical compound [n] 

NEUTRAL AELNRTU one that is impartial [n -S] 

NEUTRON ENNORTU subatomic particle [n -S] 

NITRATE AEINRTT to treat with nitric acid [v -D, -TING, -S] 

NITRIDE DEIINRT to convert into nitride (compound of nitrogen) [v -D, -DING, -S] 

NITRIDS DIINRST NITRID, nitride [n] 

NITRIFY FIINRTY to combine with nitrogen [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

NITRILE EIILNRT chemical compound [n -S] 

NITRILS IILNRST NITRIL, nitrile (chemical compound) [n] 

NITRITE EIINRTT salt of nitrous acid [n -S] 

NITROSO INOORST containing nitrosyl (univalent radical) [adj] 

NITROUS INORSTU containing nitrogen (gaseous element) [adj] 

NOSTRIL ILNORST external opening of nose [n -S] 

NOSTRUM MNORSTU medicine of one's own invention [n -S] 

NUTRIAS AINRSTU NUTRIA, coypu (aquatic rodent) [n] 
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OBTRUDE BDEORTU to thrust forward [v -D, -DING, -S] 

OCTROIS CIOORST OCTROI, tax on certain articles brought into city [n] 

OESTRIN EINORST estrin (estrone (estrogen (female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus))) [n -S] 

OESTRUM EMORSTU estrum (estrus (period of heat in female mammals)) [n -S] 

OESTRUS EORSSTU estrus (period of heat in female mammals) [n -ES] 

OLESTRA AELORST noncaloric fat substitute [n -S] 

ORATRIX AIORRTX female orator [n -ICES] 

OSETRAS AEORSST OSETRA, golden or brownish caviar [n] 

OSSETRA AEORSST osetra (golden or brownish caviar) [n -S] 

OSTRICH CHIORST large, flightless bird [n -ES] 

OUTRACE ACEORTU to run faster or farther than [v -D, -CING, -S] 

OUTRAGE AEGORTU to arouse anger or resentment in [v -D, -GING, -S] 

OUTRANK AKNORTU to rank higher than [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTRATE AEORTTU to surpass in rating [v -D, -TING, -S] 

OUTRAVE AEORTUV to surpass in raving [v -D, -VING, -S] 

OUTREAD ADEORTU to surpass in reading [v OUTREAD, -ING, -S] 

OUTRIDE DEIORTU to ride faster or better than [v -RODE, -DDEN -DING, -S] 

OUTRIGS GIORSTU OUTRIG, to equip (boat) with outriggers (projections having floats) [v] 

OUTRING GINORTU to ring louder than [v -RANG, -RUNG, -ING, -S] 

OUTROAR AOORRTU to roar louder than [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTROCK CKOORTU to surpass in rocking [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTROLL LLOORTU to roll out [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTROOT OOORTTU to pull up by roots [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTROWS OORSTUW OUTROW, to surpass in rowing [v] 

OUTRUNS NORSTUU OUTRUN, to run faster than [v] 

OUTRUSH HORSTUU to surpass in rushing [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OUTTROT OORTTTU to surpass in trotting [v -TTED -TTING, -S] 

PATRIOT AIOPRTT one who loves his country [n -S] 

PATROLS ALOPRST PATROL, to pass through area for purposes of observation or security [v] 

PATRONS ANOPRST PATRON, regular customer [n] 

PATROON ANOOPRT landowner granted manorial rights under old Dutch law [n -S] 

PETRALE AEELPRT food fish [n -S] 

PETRELS EELPRST PETREL, small seabird [n] 

PETRIFY EFIPRTY to convert into stone [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

PETROLS ELOPRST PETROL, gasoline (liquid fuel) [n] 

PETROUS EOPRSTU resembling stone in hardness [adj] 

PEYTRAL AELPRTY piece of armor for breast of horse [n -S] 

PEYTREL EELPRTY peytral (piece of armor for breast of horse) [n -S] 

PHILTRE EHILPRT to philter (to put under spell of love potion) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

PHRATRY AHPRRTY tribal unit among primitive peoples [n -RIES]  

PIASTRE AEIPRST piaster (monetary unit of several Arab countries) [n -S] 

POITREL EILOPRT peytral (piece of armor for breast of horse) [n -S] 

PORTRAY AOPRRTY to represent pictorially [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

POULTRY LOPRTUY domestic fowls kept for eggs or meat [n -RIES] 

PRETRIM EIMPRRT to trim beforehand [v -MMED, -MMING, -S] 

PSALTRY ALPRSTY psaltery (ancient stringed musical instrument) [n -RIES] 
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PUTREFY EFPRTUY to make or become putrid [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

QUATRES AEQRSTU QUATRE, four at cards or dice [n] 

RATTRAP AAPRRTT trap for catching rats [n -S] 

RECTRIX CEIRRTX feather of bird's tail [n -ICES] 

REENTRY EENRRTY new or second entry [n -RIES] 

RETRACE ACEERRT to go back over [v -D, -CING, -S] 

RETRACK ACEKRRT to track again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RETRACT ACERRTT to take back [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RETRAIN AEINRRT to train again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RETREAD ADEERRT to furnish with new tread [v -ED, -ROD, -RODDEN, -ING, -S] 

RETREAT AEERRTT to go back or backward [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RETRIAL AEILRRT second trial [n -S] 

RETRIED DEEIRRT RETRY, to try again [v] 

RETRIES EEIRRST RETRY, to try again [v] 

RETRIMS EIMRRST RETRIM, to trim again [v] 

RISTRAS AIRRSST RISTRA, string on which foodstuffs are tied for storage [n] 

ROBOTRY BOORRTY science of robots [n -RIES] 

ROSTRAL ALORRST pertaining to rostrum (beaklike process or part) [adj] 

ROSTRUM MORRSTU beaklike process or part [n -RA, -S] 

SATRAPS AAPRSST SATRAP, governor of province in ancient Persia [n] 

SATRAPY AAPRSTY territory of satrap [n -PIES] 

SCEPTRE CEEPRST to scepter (to invest with royal authority) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

SISTRUM IMRSSTU ancient Egyptian percussion instrument [n -RA, -S] 

SITREPS EIPRSST SITREP, report on current military situation [n] 

SPECTRA ACEPRST SPECTRUM, array of components of light wave [n] 

SPECTRE CEEPRST specter (visible disembodied spirit) [n -S] 

STRAFED ADEFRST STRAFE, to attack with machine-gun fire from airplane [v] 

STRAFER AEFRRST one that strafes (to attack with machine-gun fire from airplane) [n -S] 

STRAFES AEFRSST STRAFE, to attack with machine-gun fire from airplane [v] 

STRAINS AINRSST STRAIN, to exert to utmost [v] 

STRAITS AIRSSTT STRAIT, narrow waterway connecting two larger bodies of water [n] 

STRAKED ADEKRST STRAKE, line of planking extending along ship's hull [adj] 

STRAKES AEKRSST STRAKE, line of planking extending along ship's hull [n] 

STRANDS ADNRSST STRAND, to leave in unfavorable situation [v] 

STRANGE AEGNRST unusual or unfamiliar [adj -R, -ST] / fundamental quark [n -S] 

STRAPPY APPRSTY having straps [adj -PPIER, -PPIEST] 

STRATAL AALRSTT pertaining to stratum (layer of material) [adj] 

STRATAS AARSSTT STRATA, STRATUM, layer of material [n] 

STRATHS AHRSSTT STRATH, wide river valley [n] 

STRATUM AMRSTTU layer of material [n -TA, -S] 

STRATUS ARSSTTU type of cloud [n -TI, -ES] 

STRAWED ADERSTW STRAW, to cover with straw (stalks of threshed grain) [v] 

STRAYED ADERSTY STRAY, to wander from proper area or course [v] 

STRAYER AERRSTY one that strays (to wander from proper area or course) [n -S] 

STREAKS AEKRSST STREAK, to cover with streaks (long, narrow marks) [v] 

STREAKY AEKRSTY covered with streaks [adj -KIER, -KIEST] 
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STREAMS AEMRSST STREAM, to flow in steady current [v] 

STREAMY AEMRSTY streaming [adj -MIER, -MIEST] 

STREEKS EEKRSST STREEK, to stretch (to draw out or open to full length) [v] 

STREELS EELRSST STREEL, to saunter (to walk in leisurely manner) [v] 

STREETS EERSSTT STREET, public thoroughfare [n] 

STRETCH CEHRSTT to draw out or open to full length [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

STRETTA AERSTTT stretto (concluding musical passage played at faster tempo) [n -S, -TTE] 

STRETTO EORSTTT concluding musical passage played at faster tempo [n -TTI, -S] 

STREWED DEERSTW STREW, to scatter about [v] 

STREWER EERRSTW one that strews (to scatter about) [n -S] 

STRIATE AEIRSTT to mark with striae [v -D, -TING, -S] 

STRICKS CIKRSST STRICK, bunch of flax fibers [n] 

STRIDER DEIRRST one that strides (to walk with long steps) [n -S] 

STRIDES DEIRSST STRIDE, to walk with long steps [v] 

STRIDOR DIORRST strident sound [n -S] 

STRIFES EFIRSST STRIFE, bitter conflict or dissension [n] 

STRIGIL GIILRST scraping instrument [n -S] 

STRIKER EIKRRST one that strikes (to hit forcibly) [n -S] 

STRIKES EIKRSST STRIKE, to hit forcibly [v] 

STRINES EINRSST STRINE, English as spoken in Australia [n] 

STRINGS GINRSST STRING, to provide with strings (slender cords) [v] 

STRINGY GINRSTY resembling string or strings [adj -GIER, -GIEST] 

STRIPED DEIPRST STRIPE, to mark with stripes (long, distinct bands) [v] 

STRIPER EIPRRST food and game fish [n -S] 

STRIPES EIPRSST STRIPE, to mark with stripes (long, distinct bands) [v] 

STRIPEY EIPRSTY stripy (marked with stripes) [adj -PIER, -PIEST] 

STRIVED DEIRSTV STRIVE, to exert much effort or energy [v] 

STRIVEN EINRSTV STRIVE, to exert much effort or energy [v] 

STRIVER EIRRSTV one that strives (to exert much effort or energy) [n -S] 

STRIVES EIRSSTV STRIVE, to exert much effort or energy [v] 

STROBED BDEORST STROBE, to produce brief, high-intensity flashes of light [v] 

STROBES BEORSST STROBE, to produce brief, high-intensity flashes of light [v] 

STROBIC BCIORST spinning [adj] 

STROBIL BILORST strobile (conical, multiple fruit of certain trees) [n -S] 

STROKED DEKORST STROKE, to rub gently [v] 

STROKER EKORRST one that strokes (to rub gently) [n -S] 

STROKES EKORSST STROKE, to rub gently [v] 

STROLLS LLORSST STROLL, to walk in leisurely manner [v] 

STROMAL ALMORST STROMA, substance that forms framework of organ or cell [adj] 

STROPHE EHOPRST part of ancient Greek choral ode [n -S] 

STROPPY OPPRSTY unruly (difficult to control) [adj -PPIER, -PPIEST] 

STROUDS DORSSTU STROUD, coarse woolen blanket [n] 

STROWED DEORSTW STROW, to strew (to scatter about) [v] 

STROYED DEORSTY STROY, to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal) [v] 

STROYER EORRSTY one that stroys (to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal)) [n -S] 

STRUDEL DELRSTU type of pastry (sweet baked food) [n -S] 
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STRUMAE AEMRSTU STRUMA, scrofula (disease of lymph glands) [n] 

STRUMAS AMRSSTU STRUMA, scrofula (disease of lymph glands) [n] 

STRUNTS NRSSTTU STRUNT, to strut (to walk with pompous air) [v] 

SUNTRAP ANPRSTU pleasantly sunny sheltered place [n -S] 

SWELTRY ELRSTWY oppressively hot [adj -RIER, -RIEST] 

TANTRAS AANRSTT TANTRA, one of class of Hindu religious writings [n] 

TANTRIC ACINRTT TANTRA, one of class of Hindu religious writings [adj] 

TANTRUM AMNRTTU fit of rage [n -S] 

TECTRIX CEIRTTX small feather of bird's wing [n -ICES] 

TETRADS ADERSTT TETRAD, group of four [n] 

TETRODE DEEORTT type of electron tube [n -S] 

TETROSE EEORSTT sugar whose molecules contain four carbon atoms [n -S] 

TETRYLS ELRSTTY TETRYL, chemical compound [n] 

THEATRE AEEHRTT theater (building for dramatic presentations) [n -S] 

THETRIS EHIRSTT THETRI, tetri (monetary unit of Republic of Georgia) [n]  

TITRANT AINRTTT reagent used in titration [n -S] 

TITRATE AEIRTTT to determine strength of solution by adding reagent until desired reaction occurs [v -D, -TING, -S] 

TORTRIX IORRTTX small moth [n -ICES, -ES] 

UNMITRE EIMNRTU to unmiter (to depose from rank of bishop) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

UNSTRAP ANPRSTU to remove strap from [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

UNTRACK ACKNRTU to cause to escape from slump [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNTREAD ADENRTU to tread back [v -ED, -ROD, -RODDEN, -ING, -S] 

UNTRIED DEINRTU not tried (to attempt (to make effort to do or accomplish)) [adj] 

UNTRIMS IMNRSTU UNTRIM, to strip of trimming [v] 

UNTRUER ENRRTUU UNTRUE, not true (consistent with fact or reality) [adj] 

UNTRULY LNRTUUY not truly (in conformity with fact or reality) [adv] 

UNTRUSS NRSSTUU to free from truss [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

UNTRUTH HNRTTUU something that is untrue [n -S] 

UPTREND DENPRTU tendency upward or toward growth [n -S] 

UTRICLE CEILRTU saclike cavity in inner ear [n -S] 

VENTRAL AELNRTV fin located on underside of fish [n -S] 

VESTRAL AELRSTV VESTRY, room in which vestments are kept [adj] 

VITRAIN AIINRTV material in vitreous layers of banded bituminous coal [n -S] 

VITRICS CIIRSTV art of making or decorating glass articles [n VITRICS] 

VITRIFY FIIRTVY to convert into glass [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

VITRINE EIINRTV glass showcase for art objects [n -S] 

VITRIOL IILORTV to treat with sulfuric acid [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

VOTRESS EORSSTV votaress (female votary) [n -ES] 

WAITRON AINORTW server in restaurant [n -S] 

WASTREL AELRSTW one that wastes (to use thoughtlessly) [n -S] 

WASTRIE AEIRSTW wastry (reckless extravagance) [n -RIES] 

YANTRAS AANRSTY YANTRA, geometrical diagram used in meditation [n] 

YTTRIAS AIRSTTY YTTRIA, chemical compound [n] 

YTTRIUM IMRTTUY metallic element [n -S] 

 


